Name ___________________________ Date ___________________________

Which Prefix?

Directions: Read each sentence and circle the word that makes sense in the sentence. Write the word you selected on the blank line.

1. The battery on my toy robot ran down, so I will have to _____________ it.
   recharge     uncharge

2. The directions were ________________, so I had to ask the teacher to say them again.
   reclear     unclear

3. I was really ________________ about which book to read for my report.
   recertain     uncertain

4. I helped my mom ________________ the table so that it looks like new.
   refinish     unfinish

5. Our parakeet escaped from its cage and we had a hard time _____________ it.
   recapturing     uncapturing

6. I couldn’t get all of my clothes into the suitcase so I had to ________________ everything, and then start all over and ________________ it.
   repack     unpack
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